DNA condensation in vivo relies on electrostatic complexation with small cations or large histones. We report a synchrotron x-ray study of the phase behavior of DNA complexed with synthetic cationic dendrimers of intermediate size and charge. We encounter unexpected structural transitions between columnar mesophases with in-plane square and hexagonal symmetries, as well as liquidlike disorder. The isoelectric point is a locus of structural instability. A simple model is proposed based on competing long-range electrostatic interactions and short-range entropic adhesion by counterion release. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.075501 PACS numbers: 61.30.Eb, 61.30.St, 61.10.Eq DNA condensation attracts wide interest from physicists, biologists, and biomedical gene therapy researchers [1] . The primary mechanism for DNA compaction is the electrostatic complexation of the negatively charged DNA chains with polyvalent cations. Naturally occurring condensation agents can be small trivalent and tetravalent cations, such as spermine and spermidine [2], encountered in bacteria, or the much larger histone proteins encountered in eukaryotic cell nuclei [3] (histones are cylindrical with diameter 10 nm and charge 200e). Fundamental interest in DNA condensation was stimulated by the fact that small-cation DNA condensation cannot be understood within the classical Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) mean-field theory of aqueous electrostatics, but requires instead a description that includes effective attraction between like-charged DNA chains mediated by both short-range correlations and thermal fluctuations [4] .
DNA condensation in vivo relies on electrostatic complexation with small cations or large histones. We report a synchrotron x-ray study of the phase behavior of DNA complexed with synthetic cationic dendrimers of intermediate size and charge. We encounter unexpected structural transitions between columnar mesophases with in-plane square and hexagonal symmetries, as well as liquidlike disorder. The isoelectric point is a locus of structural instability. A simple model is proposed based on competing long-range electrostatic interactions and short-range entropic adhesion by counterion release. DNA condensation attracts wide interest from physicists, biologists, and biomedical gene therapy researchers [1] . The primary mechanism for DNA compaction is the electrostatic complexation of the negatively charged DNA chains with polyvalent cations. Naturally occurring condensation agents can be small trivalent and tetravalent cations, such as spermine and spermidine [2] , encountered in bacteria, or the much larger histone proteins encountered in eukaryotic cell nuclei [3] (histones are cylindrical with diameter 10 nm and charge 200e). Fundamental interest in DNA condensation was stimulated by the fact that small-cation DNA condensation cannot be understood within the classical Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) mean-field theory of aqueous electrostatics, but requires instead a description that includes effective attraction between like-charged DNA chains mediated by both short-range correlations and thermal fluctuations [4] .
There are marked differences between the two forms of DNA condensation. Small cation-DNA complexes are ordered DNA bundles [5] with in-plane hexagonal symmetry [6] . At the macroscopic level, they can be considered as a columnar mesophase. On the other hand, DNA complexation with histones results in a ''beads-on-astring'' structure with the DNA chain wrapping 1.75 times around each histone [3] . In this Letter we report a structural study of the complexation of DNA with ''model histones'' that are, in terms of size and charge, intermediate between the two canonical condensation agents. The model histones were dendrimer molecules [7] formed by the successive addition of identical monomer units into a treelike primary structure. The number of iterations G can be controlled with great precision, resulting in highly monodisperse spherical particles. Dendrimer-DNA complexes, which have been studied as possible vectors for nonviral gene delivery [8] , are commonly assumed to adopt the beads-on-a-string morphology [6, 9] , but when we examined them by synchrotron x-ray diffraction methods we encountered instead a unique and fascinating sequence of columnar mesophases.
We studied the condensation of DNA with cationic polypropylene(imine) (PPI) dendrimers [10] having a "bare" positive charge of 62e (G 4) and 126e (G 5), and a hydrodynamic radius R of 1.6 and 2 nm, respectively [11] . Characteristic synchrotron x-ray scattering profiles [12] are shown in Fig. 1 . For the G4-DNA system [ Fig. 1(a) ], we encounter three distinct structures as a function of the mixing ratio N=P. Here, N is the number of positive amine charges of the dendrimers (assuming full protonation) and P is the number of negative phosphate charges of the DNA backbone. The bottom section compares for N=P 1 the scattering profile of a G4-DNA complex with that of a classical small-cation/ DNA complex (10mM of the trivalent cation spermidine). In both cases, we obtain a single well-defined diffraction peak with peak position q 0 close to 0:24 A ÿ1 , consistent with earlier diffraction studies [5] on spermidine-DNA complexes. Spermidine condensed DNA has a hexagonal bundle structure with lattice constant a H 4= 3 p q 0 of 3.0 nm, the effective diameter of condensed B-DNA [13] . The G4-DNA complex is likely to have for N=P 1 the same structure (''H 0 phase''), but in the absence of welldefined higher-order diffraction peaks we cannot rule out a distorted hexagonal structure.
For increasing N=P ratio, the peak position shifts to significantly lower q values and a second diffraction peak q 1 appears. Surprisingly, for N=P 5 [see middle section of Fig. 1(a) ], the ratio q 1 =q 0 1:414 0:002 of the two peak positions is definitely not consistent with either that of the hexagonal bundle structure (in which case q 1 =q 0 3 p ) or with the lamellar organization that characterizes for instance DNA-lipid complexes [14] (in which case q 1 =q 0 2). By elimination, we found only one consistent assignment for the peak positions over the measured q range, namely, that of a two-dimensional (2D) square unit Fig. 1(a) ] the ratio of peak positions q 1 =q 0 1:73 0:008 is consistent with a 2D hexagonal unit cell, now with a H equal to 4.4 nm. Awell-defined S-to-H structural phase transition occurs at N=P 6. The G5-DNA system [ Fig. 1(b) ] is much simpler: for all measured N=P values we obtain two diffraction peaks with the peak position ratio q 1 =q 0 1:411 0:005 of the S phase. However, the S phase lattice constant a S 2=q 0 undergoes a sharp increase near N=P 3. Figure 1(c) shows the dependence of the lattice constants on the N=P ratio for both G4 and G5 complexes.
The fact that the peak positions can be indexed only to a 2D unit cell suggests a columnar organization of PPI-DNA complexes. To confirm this, we carried out crosspolarized microscopy of the S and H phases. Both phases are birefringent (see Fig. 2 ), indicating that they are liquid-crystalline mesophases. Microscopy revealed that the aggregates had the morphology of flat or twisted threadlike ribbon structures, which is consistent with a columnar mesophase. Figure 3 shows the proposed 2D unit cell of the S and H structures. The centers of the dendrimers are placed on symmetry sites of the interstitial regions separating the DNA columns. We assigned a 2.0 nm hard-core diameter to the DNA columns and the hydrodynamic radius R to the dendrimers. Note the overlap of the dendrimers with the DNA cores in both the S and H phases and the dendrimer-dendrimer overlap in the H phase (dendrimer-dendrimer repulsion is likely to stabilize the S over the H phase). In order to analyze the competition between the S and H structures, we first applied the well-established method [6] of using classical Debye-Huckel (DH) theory to compute the interaction between macroions while assigning renormalized, effective charges computed with Poisson-Boltzmann theory. We treated both the DNA molecules and the chains of dendrimer molecules as cylindrical macroions, with (effective) charges per unit length of ÿ for the DNA case [15] and Z n for the dendrimer case (n is the number of dendrimers per unit length per column and Z is the renormalized dendrimer charge). The DH free energy f DH n per unit length of DNA equals
Here, " w 80 is the dielectric constant of water, D is the Debye parameter (i.e., the inverse screening length), and c S;H stands for numerical factors. The first term of Eq. (1) is the cohesive energy of a charge-neutral complex.
For such an ''isoelectric'' complex, n has to equal n iso =Z . An isoelectric columnar complex can be viewed as a (quasi-) 2D ionic crystal. The effective 2D Madelung constant of this ionic crystal is the numerical factorc c in Eq. (1), which equals approximately 2 for the S phase and 3=2 for the H phases. The second term of Eq. (1) describes the significant free energy cost associated with deviations from the isoelectric point (IP). According to Eq. (1) the most stable structure should be the isoelectric S phase (just as 3D salt solutions crystallize out as charge-neutral ionic crystals with a cubic structure). This obviously disagrees with our observations. The PPI-DNA complexes undergo charge reversal at an IP which, for G4, is near N=P 1:8 and near N=P 3 for G5 (zeta potential, not shown). According to Fig. 1(c) , both IPs are characterized by a pronounced structural instability, which appears to directly contradict the structure of the DH free energy.
An important correction to the DH description is the so-called ''counterion release'' phenomenon [16] . For the present case, counterion release means that when a dendrimer is placed in direct contact with a DNA molecule, a certain number of the ''Manning-condensed'' positive counterions of DNA [15] can be released into solution. The ensuing gain in entropy produces a short-range adhesive interaction between the two macroions. Shortrange adhesive interaction favors a hexagonally packed structure over square symmetry so electrostatic adhesion and cohesion impose conflicting structural requirements. Finally, macroion complexation by counterion release is characterized by instability of the IP: a charge-neutral macroion complex with no counterions cannot be in electrochemical equilibrium with free macroions in solutions that carry condensed counterions [17] . This IP instability was observed for DNA-lipid complexes [18] .
In order to be able to test this interpretation, we examined the effect of added salt. When we combine the Hertz theory for short-range contact adhesion [19] with the PB theory of counterion release [20] (1)], the addition of salt should weaken both cohesive and adhesive contributions to the free energy-since 2 D is proportional to the added salt concentration-but short-range adhesion by counterion release should be suppressed more effectively than cohesion due to long-range Coulomb interactions. that for N=P 10 the diffraction peak first broadens at 100mM-indicating loss of long-range positional order-while at 200mM salt the peak has disappeared altogether [though for N=P 8 it is still visible; see Fig. 4(c) ]. The S, H, and molten phases come together at a multicritical point near N=P 10 and 100mM salt concentration.
This phase diagram is in good-albeit qualitativeagreement with the proposed interpretation: increased screening of the electrostatic interaction destabilizes the H phase but affects the S phase only weakly. The model also provides insight into why only the S phase appears for G5 dendrimers: the dendrimer elastic modulus K should increase with the generation G due to increased steric hindrance. Since / 1=K 2=3 , the weakening of the adhesion energy would account for the stabilization of the S phase with increasing G number.
In summary, PPI-DNA complexes are columnar mesophases consisting of arrays of DNA rods intercalated with dendrimers. The classical beads-on-a-string model is not appropriate, probably because the charge of the dendrimers is too weak-and their size too small-to allow the wrapping of DNA around the dendrimers. On the other hand, the small-cation hexagonal bundling scenario is also not appropriate in view of the appearance of columnar structures with square symmetry. We encounter a competition between square and hexagonal symmetry for the G4 complexes. We propose that the basic underlying mechanism is the competition between long-range electrostatic cohesion and short-range electrostatic adhesion by counterion release. The appearance of a structural instability at the IPs supports this conclusion. Final confirmation could be by direct measurement of the counterion concentration in solution near the phase boundaries, as was done for DNA-lipid complexes [22] . 
